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Live imaging of an interesting biomolecule is one of the goals for scientists wishing to study various

phenomena involved in living systems and to obtain information on the physical properties of the

molecules. For observation of the molecules in physiological conditions, atomic force microscopy

(AFM) is one of the best choices for studying the motions of biomolecules. Especially, biological

reactions occur in a subsecond timescale, so that high-speed AFM, which realized the analysis of

dynamic motions of biomolecules in subsecond time-resolution, can be a powerful tool for their

visualization.

DNA origami, a new DNA self-assembly system based on DNA nanotechnology, has recently been

developed for the preparation of 100 nm-sized two- and three-dimensional structures.1 These can be

used as a pegboard for placement of various molecules at desired positions.

We employed the DNA origami system to expand single-molecule observation of target molecules

and analysis for the detailed dynamics of the individual molecules.2 We expected the exact

placement of the target object on the DNA origami structure during the AFM scanning. The behaviors

of the enzymes and DNA structural changes were observed in the DNA origami structures using

high-speed AFM.

We designed various DNA origami for the preparation of the observation stages, and watched

their behaviors and reactions of various enzymes including DNA modification, repair, recombination,

and transcription on the DNA origami structures. In addition, we directly observed the DNA structural

changes including four DNA strand assembly (G-quadruplex formation), double-helix formation

(Figure 1A),3 and helical rotation (B-Z DNA conformational changes). Also, we developed the

molecular transporter system on the DNA origami structure, and controlled the movement of a

synthetic DNA walker on the designed pathways like a nanoscale railroad (Figure 1B).4
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Figure 1. Visualization of the motions of DNA molecules in the DNA origami structure. (A)

Photo-responsive DNAs are introduced to the DNA nanostructure, and dissociation and hybridization

of photo-responsive DNAs are manipulated by irradiation of light. (B) Stepwise motion of DNA walker

along the DNA track on the DNA origami. Working principle of DNA transporter along single-stranded

DNAs.

DNA origami system allows the design of desired nanostructures, the precise placement of the

target molecules, and their manipulation. In the current studies, direct visualization of the mobile

molecules on the DNA origami structures worked effectively.

For the further understanding of biological phenomena, we are now working on more

sophisticated design of DNA origami system as a nanoscale tool and developing new imaging

technique for real-time observation.
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